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In our play-based, Gan Nitzan classroom students are exploring their identities, which we organized
around seven “I am” statements:
I am Jewish.
I am an American.
I am a friend.
I am creative.
I am a problem solver.
I am a reader and writer.
I am an artist.
The habits of mind and heart that we focus on in the Gan classroom are for students to:
• Develop an appreciation that learning is a life long journey
• Learn the value of organization and routines
• Cultivate his or her innate curiosity and joy of learning while developing individual strengths and
talents
• See challenges as fun and the key to learning
• Learn that language is an important means of communication, both in English and Hebrew
• Learn how  תפילהT’fillah (prayer) can be a meaningful way to express feelings about ourselves, our
lives, and God.
As a member of the Jewish community, we want students to:
• Understand and apply the concept of  מידות ודרך ארץmiddot v’derekh eretz to social interactions and
become a contributing member of our class, our school, and the Jewish and American communities
• Appreciate the diversity of the members of our community
• Develop a sense of self as an individual, a Jew, an American, and a citizen of the world
• Grow and learn in a safe and loving community
The skills we formally assess for the progress reports are:	
  
	
  
HUMANITIES

READING

FOUNDATIONAL SKILLS

WRITTEN LANGUAGE

SPEAKING & LISTENING

Retells familiar stories, including key details
Asks and answers questions about key details and unknown words in a text
Makes connections from text to text and text to self
Identifies, describes, understands and compares characters, settings and events within a
story and between two stories
Names upper and lower case letters
Knows and applies phonics in decoding words
Reads emergent reader texts
Recognizes and reads common high frequency words
Writes about a topic in informational/explanatory text
Prints upper case letters
Generates ideas and formulates opinions about topics or books
Speaks clearly to express ideas
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MATHEMATICS
COUNTING &
CARDINALITY

NUMBERS & OPERATIONS
IN BASE TEN

MEASUREMENT & DATA
GEOMETRY

Counts to 100
Knows and writes number names from 0-20
Counts to tell number of objects
Compares and orders whole numbers up to 20
Understands addition as putting together and adding to, and add within 10
Understands subtraction as taking apart and taking from; and subtract within 10
Works with numbers 11-19 to gain foundation for place value
Describes and compares objects
Classifies, measures and counts objects
Identifies & describes shapes (square, circle, triangle, rectangle, hexagon, cube, cone,
cylinder, & sphere)
Analyzes, compares, creates, and composes shapes

CHUMASH
P’SHAT
(Literal reading)

D’RASH
(Interpretation)

Demonstrates basic comprehension of learned narrative
Retells names of main characters
Recognizes key words in Hebrew
Recites key verses by heart
Understands big ideas/values of story
Connects ideas and values in the text to student’s life and/or the world
Participates respectfully during discussions

CHAGGIM & T’FILLAH
Demonstrates mastery of key Hebrew vocabulary of holidays
Demonstrates understanding of background, customs and key concepts of holidays
Can recite learned T’fillot
Actively participates in T’fillot
HEBREW
LISTENING

SPEAKING

READING

WRITING
PARTICIPATION

	
  

Understands oral directions in class
Understands questions related to familiar topics
Understands explicitly taught vocabulary
Introduces him/herself in 3-4 Formulaic, learned expressions
Answers questions related to the learned materials in a formulaic structure
Counts numbers 1-10 in sequence
Uses learned vocabulary in the learned context
Uses learned words and expressions in every day classroom routines
Identifies sounds of explicitly taught letters
Recognizes learned print letters
Recognizes name in print
Writes explicitly taught print letters
Writes Hebrew name without copying
Actively participates in class activities
Feels comfortable being addressed and responding in Hebrew
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The first grade year centers on the theme “In the beginning”. This theme integrates most of the elements of the first
grade curriculum. This thematic study provides a meaningful context in which students develop their skills and learn
the relevant content.
“In the Beginning” is organized around the following essential questions:
• What is my role in the community?
• How do community members behave to develop a strong community?
• How do people in a community work together and depend on each other?
Students engage in active experiences allowing for investigation, problem solving and making connections that are
accessible and relevant to this age group. First graders apply this knowledge to projects of varied modalities and
content and skill areas.
T’fillah (prayer) is integral to JCDS’ pluralistic education and is one of the ways we provide a common grounding in
Jewish practice and values. It expresses our core identity as a living, celebrating Jewish community. Building on the
T’fillot learned in Gan Nitzan, in Oren we add: Birchot HaShachar; B’rachot before and after the Sh’ma (Yotzer Or/E-l
Baruch/Or Chadash; Ahavah Rabbah); Avot and G’vurot sections of the Amidah; and Baruch SheAmar. On May 6th, we
celebrate Oren students receiving their first siddur at the milestone event, Chagigat HaSiddur. Children lead the
entire Shacharit service, embellishing it with original commentary, explanation, song, and dance.
Humanities: Literacy & Social Studies
Literacy is integrated into all areas of the curriculum. Our literacy curriculum gives equal focus to expressive and
receptive communication. Children have multiple opportunities daily to speak in both small and large group forums,
to actively listen to and understand one another, and to engage in written communication. Commonly called
Comprehensive Balanced Literacy, our curriculum encompasses four components: Readers’ Workshop, Writers’
Workshop, Word Study and Interactive Read Aloud.
Social Studies
We will explore three strands of social science as outlined in the Massachusetts State Frameworks: Geography, History,
Government and Civics. Our goal is to give students the tools to be upstanding members of their kehillah (community)
and ask questions and to participate in their communities to help make our world a better place for all people. Our
curriculum looks at the different ways that people interact and live as good citizens. We integrate values that are part
of our grade Chumash curriculum whenever possible. We will focus on answering the following questions in the social
studies curriculum:
1. What kinds of things do good citizens do in a classroom?
2. Why do we have rules and laws in a society and in a classroom?
3. What are the elements of a community? How do they work together?
4. How do stories help communities grow stronger?
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CHUMASH
The two goals of the first grade program are: the development of an understanding of the narrative flow of the book
of B’reishit/Genesis, including characters, places, biblical phrases and selected verses; and the development of the
ability to embrace these stories as a source of values. moral commitments and personal connection. For each unit we
ask, “What does the story say?” and “What does the story mean to me?”
In the first third of the year we will cover the five stories in Sefer B’reishit that precede Parshat Lech L’cha: Creation, Gan
Eden, Kayin V’Hevel/Cain and Abel, Noach and Migdal Bavel/Tower of Babel. We then study the twelve stories of the
Matriarchs and Patriarchs and eight episodes in Joseph’s life. The goal is two-fold: to expose children to the main
characters and events of the stories, including key biblical vocabulary; and to encourage them to identify with the
characters and concepts (e.g., seder/order, rules, tzaddik/righteous person, a brit/covenant; tza’ar ba’alei
chayim/preventing animals’ suffering) in personal ways. Each story is simulated, in Hebrew, on a flannel board or with
assorted props. The ultimate goal of the Oren Chumash curriculum is for students to develop a love of Torah study for
its own sake, and to see themselves as important links in the ongoing chain of Jewish history.
HEBREW עברית
The daily Hebrew lessons in the Lower School consist of small group activities and individual work in “centers”. The
instructional model is based on simulations, which are as close as possible to real-life communication, in which
students are encouraged to use the language interactively and naturally. During the lesson, the teacher models or
demonstrates a language situation in the context of a topic taken from the students’ immediate environment. The
teacher then provides ample opportunities for students to practice the situation they have just seen and later, similar
ones. The teacher tries to remove herself as soon as possible from being the speaker to allow students to talk among
themselves. In order to expose the children to natural language experiences, we utilize mostly ‘authentic’ materials,
such as Israeli songs, DVD clips, poems and chants, stories and dances.
Math
In Gan Nitzan (K) through Alon (4), classes use Investigations™ authored by TERC as the primary resource for
instruction. Investigations™ focuses on developing an active thinking process, communication of mathematical ideas
and problem solving. Core topics for 1st grade math include: number sense to 100, addition and subtraction, spatial
relationships/geometry, measurement, data analysis and probability and algebraic thinking.
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Arava is a Year of Exploration! Through our theme of “Exploring Our World: People’s Interactions with Their
World” students will be encouraged to reflect upon themselves and to consider the world in which they live,
from their personal world consisting of family, school, and neighborhood to the more abstract concepts of
Massachusetts, America, Israel, and the world at large. The year begins with a study of what it means to
explore and how we as learners can explore our immediate worlds and the world at large through reading,
writing, art, science, geography, Jewish text study and community building. Please be aware of the
following key dates where we can celebrate our learning with you:
•
•
•

Cjumash Milestone…Friday, December 18, 8-10am
Wampanoag Exhibits…Friday, January 29, 8-8:45am
Arava book sale (a project related to our Tza’ar Ba’alei Chayim unit)…middle of May. The exact dates
and more information will be forthcoming. We will be collecting used books of all levels to sell at our
book sale. We will happily accept donations at any point until the sale begins!

T’fillah (prayer) is integral to JCDS’ pluralistic education and is one of the ways we provide a common
grounding in Jewish practice and values. It expresses our core identity as a living, celebrating Jewish
community. Students in Arava will expand the scope of T’fillot they know and recite as part of their routine.
The class has regular opportunities for Iyyun T’fillah-focused study on individual T’fillot and the experience of
T’fillot overall. B’rachot and T’fillot that the students will expand upon or experience in Arava for the first
time include: Ashrei, Amida-mastery of opening B’rachot; Kedushah; Sim Shalom, Y’vareich et Beit Yisrael and
Min ha Meitzar.
Literacy
Our literacy curriculum gives equal focus to expressive and receptive communication. Children have
multiple opportunities daily to speak in both small and large group forums, to actively listen to and
understand one another, and to engage in written communication. Commonly called Comprehensive
Balanced Literacy, our curriculum encompasses four components which are delivered in a workshop
model of explicit instruction, guided practice, independent practice, and group share: Reader’s Workshop,
Writers Workshop, Word Study and Interactive Read Aloud.
Chumash -- Sefer Breshit and Parshat Hashavua
Our study of Tanakh uses an inquiry based approach, developing habits of the mind for openness to
diverse ideas, creative thinking, and a way of life guided by moral standards in a respectful learning
environment. In kitah Arava we conduct an in-depth exploration of the following parshiyot: Lech-Lecha,
Vayerah, Chaye Sarah and Toldot. Students will be introduced to the characters of our Avot (the patriarchs)
and to members of their immediate families, and their extended families, as well. We will examine these
relationships, and compare the morals and values of the biblical period to the ones we have today.
Students will also be introduced to various well-known midrashim, and will be encouraged to provide their
own interpretations.
Continued on next page à
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We will focus on the following:
•
•
•

Hebrew reading from text – identifying the Perek (chapter) and Pasuk (verse)
Number/Letter equivalents in Hebrew
Beginning to understand the grammatical structure of the Chumash

•

Pshat and Drash (literal and figurative meanings)

Hebrew
The instructional model used in Arava is based on simulations, which are as close as possible to real-life
communication, where students are encouraged to use the language interactively and naturally. During the
lesson, the teacher models or demonstrates a language situation in the context of the topic at hand, which
is always taken from the students’ immediate environment. Following the demonstration, she provides
ample opportunities for students to practice first the situation they have just seen, and later similar
situations. The teacher tries to remove herself as soon as possible from being the speaker, in order to allow
students to talk among themselves.
Second grade curricula include units that are taken from the children’s immediate environment and they
include: getting acquainted, telling about myself, the Tishrei holidays, weather, clothing, Channukah, family,
Purim, classroom, Pesach, Israel’s Independence Day and birthdays.
Social Studies
Our goal is to give students the tools to be upstanding members of their kehillah (community), ask
questions, and participate in their communities to help make our world a better place for all people. Our
curriculum looks at the different ways that people interact and live as good citizens. We integrate values
that are part of our grade Chumash curriculum whenever possible. 2nd Grade units include:
• Wampanoag Native Americans
• Whaling
• Tza’ar Ba’alei Chayim (Jewish value of treating animals kindly)
Math
In Gan Nitzan (K) through Alon (4), we use Investigations™ authored by TERC as the primary resource for
instruction. Core topics for math in Arava include: number sense to 1000, introduction of multiplication and
addition, multi-digit addition and subtraction, spatial relationships/geometry, measurement, data analysis
and probability and algebraic thinking.
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In Kitat Erez reading, we continue to use word attack skills including decoding unfamiliar phonetic elements,
syllabication, and compound words. Our main focus is on continuing to develop comprehension strategies,
separating main ideas from details, defining words from context clues, predicting, questioning, making
inferences, visualizing, and making text-self, text-world, and text-text connections. Additionally, we learn how to
organize our thinking in Brain Frames and differentiate main events from supporting details in both narrative
and non-narrative texts. Throughout the year, students will:
• Use strategies to monitor their comprehension of longer texts to prompts in their reading response
journals.
• Share short summaries and recommendations of completed books through oral presentations.
• Apply taught reading strategies to comprehend more complex texts.
• Record books read in a personal reading log.
• Participate in class book talks.
The thematic units for third grade Hebrew are Starting Anew / Seasons (Fall), Seasons (Winter) / Chanukah,
Home / Pesach, Israel (Yom HaAtzmaut) / school. Each thematic unit incorporates:
• Clear linguistic goals that enhance students’ abilities to function in the language.
• Language models which are delivered through a variety of authentic materials.
The materials in the units - texts, songs, interviews, DVD clips, etc., - expose students to the language as it occurs
naturally in a Hebrew-speaking environment. Each unit utilizes all four elements of language acquisition:
speaking, listening, writing and reading.
In Math students explore new concepts through the use of various manipulative materials. Students will
continue to express their mathematical thinking through drawing, writing, and talking. Introducing math
content through investigations helps students develop flexibility, critical thinking skills and confidence in
problem solving. Working independently as well as in a variety of groupings, students build a repertoire of ways
to communicate their mathematical thinking. In keeping with emphases of the NCTM (National Council of
Teachers of Mathematics 2000), the third grade math curriculum will incorporate work in number, operations,
geometry, measurement, data analysis, and algebra.
Equally important, we will be emphasizing students’ facility with the five process strands, which include problem
solving, communication, connections, representations, reasoning, and proof. This year, most students will:
• Demonstrate multiple strategies for solving similar world problems.
• Record problem solving in an organized manner for others to follow.
• Articulate how one solved a particular problem to peers.
• Recognize and represent the place value of each digit in two-and three-digit numbers.
• Use equivalencies among pennies, dimes, and dollars.
• Find different combinations of 100s, 10s, and 1s for a number, and recognize their equivalence (i.e. 1
hundred, 3 tens, and 7 ones equals 1 hundred, 2 tens, and 17 ones or 13 tens and 7 ones).
• Add and subtract multiples of ten.
• Find the difference between three-digit numbers.
• Use number lines to represent the action of removal problems.
Continued on next page à
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Each day students have a different kind of t'fillah (prayer) experience: singing the repertoire of learned Shacharit
(morning) t’fillot, alternative t’fillah, learning new t’fillot, minchah (afternoon prayers), Kabbalat Shabbat. We will
explore what it means to be a member of the kahal (community) and to be a good shaliach tzibur (community
leader of t'fillah). We will also learn new t'fillot: the Kedushah, an overview of the rest of the Amidah, the rest of
Aleinu, Yishtabach, Hatzi Kaddish, and more of Hallel.
Writer’s Workshop is a time when students focus on their own writing and confer with teachers. The children
will have opportunities to rehearse the writing process (brainstorm, organize ideas, write rough drafts, self-edit,
incorporate teacher corrections and write a final draft). They will learn the skills of revisiting a piece of work,
adding detail, and incorporating voice and word choice. When the content of the writing is complete, the
children will address the writing conventions of mechanics and simple grammatical structures. Students will:
• Use strategies to generate a number of topics about which to write.
• Organize their ideas linking like ideas together.
• Try out and try on a variety of writing styles.
• Talk about the writing and choices they make as writers.
• Use mentor texts to learn about writer’s craft.
• Use mentor texts to craft original pieces of writing.
• Create drafts of a narrative towards a final draft and publication.
• Place correct end marks at the ends of sentences.
• Use capitalization for proper names, places, and at the beginning of sentences.
• Write great endings to stories.
They study Chumash in the book of B’reishit (Genesis) where they left off in second grade. They begin with
Parashat Toldot, where the Torah switches to the story of Yaakov (Jacob). Students learn text-navigating skills as
they read the text directly from their chumashim. They talk about why we study Torah and work to make it a
sweet part of our day. By the end of the year, most students will be able to:
• Identify and understand key words, root letters, prefixes, and suffixes
• Use key words to understand the context.
• Locate answers to specific questions in the text.
• Establish personal connections to the material.
• Explore the implications of various biblical narratives and empathizes with the biblical characters
involved.
• Understand that midrashim (Biblical exegesis) help interpret the biblical text.
• Distinguish between midrash and the Torah text.
• Navigate and read a Rashi commentary from a chumash.
Third grade science focuses on the scientific process of making observations, precisely describing observations,
inferring from observations, asking scientific questions, generating hypotheses, developing strategies to test
hypotheses, and reaching conclusions. Over the course of the year, we will apply this process in three units:
Exploring changes that have occurred and continue to occur on earth and in our environment; Designing a
science fair project that explores the variables that affect the reaction of Mentos in Coke; Exploring forms of
energy and using the concepts to build a Rube Goldberg device that incorporates multiple forms of energy.
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Welcome to 4th Grade
Kitat Alon - כיתת אלון
Michelle Janoschek
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The big idea that guides everything we do in Alon is “ Freedom, Responsibility, Choices: Making a
Difference.” This idea is integral to all subjects, as well as the social curriculum. Below is a breakdown of
some of what we will be doing in specific subjects this year.
T’fillah - 4th grade is a period of significant growth in students’ understanding and mastery of T’fillot. We
focus both on the keva - formal skills - and kavvanah – personal connection - in prayer. We spend time
discussing the role of a Shaliach Tzibur as well as the role of a member of the Kahal and what our
responsibilities are to our community when we have these roles. Alonim complete learning several t’fillot
that they began learning in grades K-3, such as the complete sh’ma, the complete Amidah, and the complete
Birkat hamazon. In addition, Alonim learn Torah trope throughout the year and have the opportunity to read
Torah during one of our Thursday morning t’fillot led by Oren Kaunfer, Madrich Ruchani.
Humanities - Humanities in Alon is an integrated combination of language arts and social studies. Through
literature circle discussions, on a variety of text types, students will practice listening, sharing ideas and
learning how to build on the thoughts and comments of others. Students will write in response to prompts
to demonstrate their comprehension, to express their opinions, and show how they connect to the text.
Through discussion and writing, Alonim explore a character’s thoughts and motivations to determine the
reasons for that character’s actions. We will be reading trade fiction books, and historical fiction books to
complement our social studies units. Alonim use all stages of the writing process—brainstorming, drafting,
revising, and editing—to produce clear, coherent writing suited to the purpose and audience. Instruction
about grammar, usage, and mechanics will arise from literature circles and student writing. The social
studies curriculum is designed to be integrated with language arts and math. In the fall, Alonim will study
the original 13 colonies, with an in depth study of the Plymouth Colony. Our second unit will focus on the
timeline of African-Americans in America. A central theme will be connecting slavery to freedom. In the
spring, Alonim will read Number the Stars as part of a unit about the Holocaust and the creation of modern
Israel.
Chumash – We have three major foci in our Tanakh studies in 4th grade. Our first focus is on students
becoming literarily astute readers of the Hebrew text. We learn many biblical Hebrew grammar rules, key
vocabulary, and spend time learning how to parse text to better understand it. Our second focus is havruta
study, where students learn to see the text as a partner in their studies, listening to what it is saying and
interpreting it using their individual schemas. Our final focus is on students embracing Torah study for its
own sake. We work on seeing the Torah text as a guide to our moral lives and encourage students to find
connections between the stories they are learning and their own lives. The text studied during 4th grade
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into the themes of slavery and freedom through reading commentaries, Midrashim, and using the skills we
have learned in our havruta studies and literature circles to learn from one another. Our studies of the
haggadah culminate in a milestone that takes place right before Pesach.

Hebrew – In 4th grade, the Hebrew units move from the students’ immediate surroundings to the wider
world around them. We continue working on all four aspects of language acquisition: speaking, reading,
listening, and writing. We use authentic Israeli clips and texts, we communicate with our pen pals in Haifa,
and we use multiple forms of technology to increase our learning. We begin the year with a unit about
family, where we both review and expand the students’ vocabulary and ability to summarize information in
Hebrew. We then continue on to our major unit about cities, which begins with a focus on each student’s
neighborhood and expands to their city. We then complete a major project focusing on the city of Boston
that culminates by taking a field trip to Boston. Our final unit focuses on our sister city Haifa. In this unit we
learn about Haifa both from written resources as well as our pen pals in Haifa. We plan a trip to Haifa and
share what we have learned with one another.
Mathematics - The mathematics curriculum we use is TERC Investigations. Topics covered in fourth grade
include multiplication, division, geometry, fractions, decimals, data, probability, and problem solving. Our
goals for Alonim are to develop an understanding of mathematical concepts and be able to apply them,
explore multiple ways to solve problems, explain their thinking written or verbally, and work within a group
to solve multi-step problems. We seek to achieve our goals by sharing ideas in small groups and large
groups, playing a myriad of math games, engaging in discussions about problem solving strategies, and
exploring the mathematical challenges all around us.
Science – Fourth grade science focuses on the scientific process of making observations, precisely
describing observations, inferring from observations, asking scientific questions, generating hypotheses,
developing strategies to test hypotheses, and reaching conclusions. Over the course of the year, we will
apply this process in three units:
• Observing and exploring changes that affect our environment
• Exploring and designing a science fair project to learn variables that affect the reaction of Mentos in
Coke
• Exploring forms of energy and using the concepts to build a Rube Goldberg device that uses multiple
forms of energy.
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